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Experience the excitement of dyeing your own fabrics with simple materials... permanent markers,

alcohol inks and alcohol. Over 40 techniques make this book a valuable reference for every fabric

lover.
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The last review warned of impermanence. All color from any dye or paint will eventually fade. If the

color is fixed properly that can be diminished to a GREAT degree. So don't worry as much about

that factor. For me personally, I feel it is not worth the price. I am an experienced silk painter, and

with just a little playing around, I was able to achieve several lovely pieces with Sharpies. I would

certainly not reccomend this as an initial foray into silk painting, but if you're a quilter just wanting to

experiment, and you're fat with cash, go for it. Just make sure to verify fixing technique, ironing on

back side is said to be the correct choice for alcohol based pens, but I use a combo of ironing an

steaming, because I use mixed media and have to cover all bases.

Having used Sharpie markers on fabric, only to have them fade out in a very short period of time, I

would caution anyone NOT to use them if they plan on exposing them to light. They fade out

dreadfully in sunlight and some colors bleed as well. Even the Sharpie official website says DON'T

USE THEM ON FABRIC!

If you want to have some fun and create lively & colorful garments then get this book and you will

have a ball. These projects can be done by anyone including children, who will love decorating their



old t-shirts with sharpies. All the directions are in this book and you probably have everything at

home right now.

I bought this book to help give me more ideas to do projects with my grand kids. They love to draw

with markers so what better way to show them how they can color a scarf or plain white tennis

shoes. Lots of fun stuff. The colors fade if not heat set so if it's possible, try to heat set the project

when it's done and dry. Ironing or putting in a hot dryer is what I do.

This is one of those rare craft books that contains a lot of information and hands on reference that is

very useful and is much appreciated. I have not found that true often, but this slim volume has a lot

of techniques packed into a compact book.

Opens new doors to dyers. Who knew Sharpies deleted with alcohol would create wondrous

abstract art? This craft is easy and requires little in the way of equipment. It's more of a booklet and

there's a lot of duplication of ideas. Fun find for crafters.

Could not find the book at home, because I have so many watercolor books and it was put

somewhere else. However by looking at what I have see from the online sample source of pages,

they designs in the book are simple. I was looking for more complex designs like Hawaiian shirt

style. Also, the designs are bleed out a lot and mostly showing scarves. I was look for dyeing

Hawaiian shirts instead.

Can't wait for the grandkids to come over..we are going to dye every white shirt in the house! Great

ideas and shows all kinds of designs you can create!
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